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The level of media literacy self-
assessment before the training  (104 Ss, 18-21)



The difference between students’ confidence in 
their own media literacy level and the actual 
situation.



Training “ media literacy”

1) IREX blending learning course: VERIFIED  on media literacy 
(online course https://verified.ed-era.com/);
2) online tools for picture verification;
3) the  psycholinguistic  analysis of text;
adopted of MOOC DIY EMI (Divina Frau-Meigs) for some 

practical tasks.



2) Resources to verify images
1)  Resources    to verify meta data 

◦ http://exif.regex.info/exif.cgiFindexif.com
◦ http://www.findexif.com/

2) Resources to verify photos
◦ “Foto Forensics” http://fotoforensics.com
◦ Forensics   https://29a.ch/photo-forensics/#forensic-magnifier
◦ “TinEye” https://www.tineye.com

3) Resources to verify people 
◦ “WebMii” http://webmii.com
◦ “Pipl.com” https://pipl.com/

4) Others   
◦ “Google Search by Image”. 
◦ Who stole my pictures? (app. only for Firefox).

http://exif.regex.info/exif.cgiFindexif.com
http://www.findexif.com/
http://webmii.com/
https://pipl.com/




3) The  psycholinguistic  analysis of the text
We used the short version of the author’s methodology of psycholinguistic 
analysis of the text

- Determine the purpose of the text and the author’s ulterior motive.
- Establish a correlation between linguistic means and psychological influence on 
the public 

- Identify if there is an evidence of hate speech (indignity humiliation of 
personality, incitement of national, racial or religious hatred and conflict 
escalation.



• 1) creation of the text as statement of fact;
• 2) creation of the text form a subjective 

point of view;

• 3) creation of the text 
• according to editorial
• policy or client order.

• An explorer
• An analyst

Researchers Creators



The level of media literacy before and 
after the training.



Why manipulation works
- Influence on emotional sphere
Gossip, information that makes an impression, “the secret facts”.

“…False information was retweeted by more people than the true 
stuff, and faster to boot. True stories took, on average, six times 
longer than falsehoods to reach at least 1,500 people. 
(https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2018/03/10/on-twitter-falsehood-spreads-faster-than-truth)
-

Учёные: Люди, которые постоянно опаздывают, более 
успешны и живут дольше



cognitive bias

-Confirmation Bias

people try to find support of their point of view (stereotypes)

People try to justify their behavior (scientists said that people who are always late live longer) 

-Filter babble (False Consensus Effect)

- Misinformation Effect



Our plan 
Humanitarian aspects of cyber security

- text analysis 

- the analysis of social engineer behavior 

Developing critical thinking 

Protect personal data 
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